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Abstract—In microwave image reconstruction, the biconjugate
gradient stabilized (BiCGStab) algorithm is generally used to
solve the 3-D forward problem. In practice, the number of
forward problems that must be solved simultaneously is equal
to the number of available illuminations. Here, we propose the
use of a block version of the BiCGStab algorithm that can
take advantage of the fact that all forward problems share the
same linear operator, thereby significantly reducing the amount
of computation. In order to make the technique faster and
more robust, an implementation based on a partition of the
illuminations into subsets is introduced. Simulations are carried
out on a realistic setup for image reconstruction and reveal the
superiority of the proposed algorithm over the BiCGStab method,
mainly for high contrasted objects.

Index Terms—Electromagnetics, 3-D microwave imaging, for-
ward problem, inverse problem, biconjugate gradient stabilized
method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microwave imaging techniques have undergone consider-
able development in the past few years, and applications
in areas like biomedical imaging and nondestructive testing
appear promising. [1], [2]. However, these techniques present
methodological difficulties (ill-posedness, presence of non-
linearities) which make solutions computationally expensive,
particularly for three-dimensional problems. Indeed, reducing
the computational cost of the reconstruction methods is a
crucial challenge.

Many full-wave 3-D reconstruction algorithms are based
on the minimization of a regularized least-squares objective
function. Minimization is generally carried out using gradient-
based optimization procedures [2], [3]. At each iteration,
determining a descent direction and performing the line search
require the resolution of 3-D forward problems, i.e., the
determination of the total electric fields everywhere in the 3-
D domain of interest. Solving a forward problem amounts to
inverting a linear system. In practical situations, computational
and memory limitations make it impossible to compute the
exact solution for real-size problems and one has to rely on
approximate solutions produced by iterative techniques such as
conjugate gradient [4], biconjugate gradient [5] or quasi min-
imal residual (QMR) approaches. Recently, the biconjugate

gradient stabilized (BiCGStab) algorithm, developed in [6],
has become the most popular choice [1]–[3].

In 3-D microwave imaging, the forward problem must be
computed for several illuminations. However, one may take
advantage of the fact that the matrix of the linear system
is identical for all illuminations to reduce the computational
cost. A first possibility is the parallelization of these operations
on multiple processors to perform the resolutions simultane-
ously [2], [7]. A linear speedup parallelization factor is almost
obtained. Another possibility is to rely on block versions of the
aforementioned iterative algorithms [8]. The idea is to jointly
solve multiple right-hand sides with a unique linear operator.
A block-QMR method was proposed for microwave image re-
construction [9]. In [10], a block version of BiCGStab (Block-
BiCGStab) was developed and was proved to outperform the
block-QMR algorithm on generic problems.

In this paper, we propose the use of Block-BiCGStab
for solving the 3-D forward problem with multiple sources
in microwave imaging. For problems with a large number
of sources, we introduce a Partial-Block BiCGStab version
based on a specific partition of the illuminations in order
to make the algorithm more robust. In Section II, the 3-D
microwave forward problem is established using the integral
formulation and a discretization by the method of moments.
Then the Block-BiCGStab algorithm and the Partial-Block
version are detailed in Section III. Simulation results are given
in Section IV where the computational costs of the different
versions of BiCGStab are compared.

II. 3-D FORWARD PROBLEM FORMULATION

The forward problem in microwave tomography consists of
determining the total electric field in a domain V from the
scattering of an incident wave by a known dielectric object
included in V . Here, we assume that this object is nonmagnetic
and is characterized by its complex permittivity ε(r), where
r denotes the spatial position. This volume is immersed in a
homogeneous background medium with complex permittivity
εb and magnetic permeability µb. The object is successively
illuminated by nS known time-harmonic incident fields with
angular frequency ω. In the sequel, the time dependence
term e−jωt is omitted. The complex 3-D vector field Einc

i (r)



represents the amplitude and the phase of the three spatial
components of the i-th incident electric field at the location r.

The total field is defined by the sum of the incident field and
the scattered field generated by the object. Using the integral
equation formulation, the total field Ei(r) is given by the
nonlinear domain integral equation [11]:

Ei(r) = Einc
i (r) +

(
k2b +∇∇·

) ∫
V

g(r, r′)χ(r′)Ei(r
′)dr′,

∀r ∈ V. (1)

where the wavenumber, the contrast function and the ho-
mogeneous Green function respectively read k2b = ω2µbεb,
χ(r) = (ε(r)− εb)/εb, and:

g(r, r′) =
exp (jkb‖r − r′‖)

4π‖r − r′‖
. (2)

The ∇∇· term corresponds to the gradient of the divergence.
The second term of the right-hand side of (1) corresponds to
the scattered field. Note that g(r, r′) is a convolution kernel
with a singularity at r = r′.

In practice, (1) is discretized and V is divided into n cubic
cells. We assume that V is a cuboid with dimensions Nx,
Ny and Nz , so that n = NxNyNz . Let exi (respectively eyi
and ezi ) denote the vector of length n corresponding to the x-
(respectively y- and z-) component of the total electric field
discretized onto the n voxels. Similarly, we note einc

i
x, einc

i
y

and einc
i

z the components of the incident field on the n voxels.
Using the method of moments [12] and the weakening of the
singularity of g(r, r′) as in [13], the discretized version of (1)
reads: exi
eyi
ezi

 =

 einc
i

x

einc
i

y

einc
i

z

 (3)

+ k2b
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where X is an n×n diagonal matrix whose diagonal contains
the discretized contrast samples. G1 is an n× n convolution
matrix corresponding to the discretization of g(r, r′) for all
couples of voxels with centers r and r′. The 3n×3n2 matrix D
corresponds to the finite-difference discretization of the ∇∇·
term, where n2 = (Nx+2)(Ny+2)(Nz+2). The n2×n matrix
G2 is similar to G1, as it corresponds to the discretization of
g(r, r′) on the cuboid defined by adding a one-voxel layer on
each face of V. This is required because of the finite-difference
form of the ∇∇· term. Matrix 0n,m denotes the n ×m null
matrix.

For the sake of clarity, we rewrite (3) in compact matrix
form:

ei = einc
i + k2bG

(3)
1 X(3)ei + DG

(3)
2 X(3)ei (4)

where ei and einc
i denote the vectors with length 3n con-

taining the three components of the total and incident fields
respectively. The superscript (3) means that the above matrices
are block-diagonal with three blocks. (4) can be written as a
standard linear system:

einc
i = Lei (5)

with L = I3n − k2bG
(3)
1 X(3) − DG

(3)
2 X(3) (6)

where I3n denotes the identity matrix of size 3n.
Solving the forward problem for one illumination of in-

cident field einc
i requires the resolution of (5) , which can-

not be carried out exacly in large-scale problems. Iterative
approaches, such as the BiCGStab algorithm [2], [3], are
usually used to compute efficiently the forward problem. Such
methods require a large number of multiplications with matrix
L which are the most consuming operations. Even if G1 and
G2 are convolution matrices and then the multiplications with
L can be carried out using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
routines, the computational cost of the multiplications still
remains high.

III. BLOCK RESOLUTION OF THE FORWARD PROBLEM

Microwave image reconstruction algorithms require the res-
olution of nS forward problems of type (5) at each iteration
of the minimization scheme. Since the operator L does not
depend on the sources, the multiple linear systems can be
gathered as:

Einc = LE (7)

with Einc =
[
einc
1 , . . . , einc

ns

]
and E = [e1, . . . , ens

]. This
structure lends itself to resolution by block versions of iterative
algorithms, such as the Block-BiCGStab method proposed
hereafter.

For comparative purposes, the pseudo-code of the BiCGStab
algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. The symbol † denotes
the Hermitian adjoint. BiCGStab has to be called nS times
to solve (7), one for each incident field einc

i . Multiplications
with L occurs twice at each iteration (steps 5 and 8). These
two steps are the most consuming operations. The residual
error at iteration k is rk = einc − Lek. The Block-BiCGStab
algorithm (the block version of BiCGStab) is defined in [10]
and is detailed in Algorithm 2. The notation 〈T,S〉F is the
Frobenius product, i.e., Trace

(
T†S

)
. Block-BiCGStab has to

be called only once for all illuminations. At each iteration, nS
multiplications in step 5 and nS multiplications in step 8 are
performed. Matrix Rk represents the set of residuals for all
illuminations. BiCGStab is stopped when rk is smaller than
a tolerance defined by the user. Block-BiCGStab is stopped
when all residual errors, i.e., all the columns of Rk, are small
enough. Let us remark that for nS = 1, Block-BiCGStab is
equivalent to BiCGStab.

Steps 6 and 12 in Algorithm 2 require the resolution of
linear systems of size nS . Due to their small size, these
systems can be solved exactly. However, matrix R̃†0V may
become singular or ill-conditioned in the iterative process [10].



Algorithm 1 BiCGStab algorithm
1: Initialize e0, r0 = einc − Le0, p0 = r0
2: Choose an arbitrary r̃0
3: k = 0
4: while

(
‖rk‖/‖einc‖ > tolerance

)
do

5: v = Lpk

6: α = r̃†0rk/r̃
†
0v

7: s = rk − αv
8: t = Ls
9: ω = t†s/t†t

10: ek+1 = ek + αpk + ωs
11: rk+1 = s− ωt
12: β = (αr̃†0rk+1)/(ωr̃

†
0rk)

13: pk+1 = rk+1 + β(pk − ωv)
14: k ← k + 1
15: end while

For instance, if two sources are very close, then the two
corresponding columns of Einc are highly correlated. The
consequence is that R0 and V may be ill-conditioned, result-
ing in potential instabilities of Block-BiCGStab. In order to
solve this issue, we propose a procedure called Partial-Block
BiCGStab formulated in Algorithm 3. Rather than dealing with
all illuminations simultaneously, the sources are divided into
P subgroups. The partition is chosen such that the sources of
each subgroup are weakly correlated with one another. The
matrix of incident fields Einc is then divided into P subma-
trices Eincp in which the columns are the least correlated.
Then, Block-BiCGStab is applied on each group. Note that for
P = nS , the Partial-Block BiCGStab algorithm is equivalent
to the BiCGStab method. For P = 1, it corresponds to the
Block-BiCGStab in Algorithm 2. The number of groups P is
a parameter of the method which can be fixed according to
the number of sources and their configuration.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we study the convergence speed of the
proposed method. The Partial-Block BiCGStab algorithm is
compared to the BiCGStab and Block-BiCGStab algorithms
for different numbers of sources and for highly contrasted
dielectric objects. A setup configuration that can be found
in the microwave tomography literature [2] is simulated. We
consider nS = 96 sources at frequency 2.45 GHz embedded
in the air of permittivity εb = 1. We note the wavelength in the
background medium λb. The sources are split in three coaxial
circles at heights −λb, 0 and λb, so that there are 32 sources
equally distributed on each circle. The circle radius is 1.5λb.
A dielectric object is immersed in a cubic domain V with side
λb. The setup is shown in Fig. 1. The domain V is discretized
into 40 × 40 × 40 voxels. With such a discretization, the nS
linear systems from (3) are of size 3 × 403 = 192, 000. The
object is composed of a cube with side 0.5λb and constant
contrast equal to χ1 = 3 − 1.5j. Inside this lossy cube, a
cuboid is inserted with square cross-section of side 0.25λb

Algorithm 2 Block-BiCGStab algorithm
1: For an initial guess E0, R0 = Einc − LE0, P0 = R0

2: Choose an arbitrary R̃0 (n× nS matrix)
3: k = 0
4: while

(
∃ rki

such that ‖rki
‖/‖einc

i ‖ > tolerance
)

where
rki is the i-th column of Rk do

5: V = LPk

6: solve (R̃†0V)A = R̃†0Rk

7: S = Rk −VA
8: T = LS
9: ω = 〈T,S〉F /〈T,T〉F

10: Ek+1 = Ek +PkA+ ωS
11: Rk+1 = S− ωT
12: solve (R̃†0V)B = −R̃†0T
13: Pk+1 = Rk+1 + (Pk − ωV)B
14: k ← k + 1
15: end while

Algorithm 3 Partial-Block BiCGStab algorithm

1: Build subsets Eincp for p = 1 . . . P by partitioning the nS
sources.

2: for p = 1 . . . P do
3: Run the Block-BiCGStab algorithm on Eincp instead

of Einc.
4: end for

and the same height as the larger cube. The inner cuboid has
contrast χ2 = 4− 3j.

Simulations were carried out using Matlab. The initial
guesses of the total fields e0 and E0 were set to zero. Note
that simulations with initializations at the incident fields einc

and Einc were also performed. The global behavior of the
algorithms is similar for both initializations. The choice of the
stopping criterion corresponds to a tradeoff between accuracy
and computing time. The BiCGStab algorithm is usually
stopped when the relative residual error ‖rk‖/‖einc‖ is small
enough. For Block-BiCGStab and Partial-Block BiCGStab, the
algorithm is stopped when all the relative residual errors are
small enough, i.e., for all i, ‖rki‖/‖eiinc‖ < tolerance, where
rki

is the residual error of the i-th source at the iteration k,
i.e., the i-th column of Rk. A tolerance of 10−3 on the relative
residual errors is commonly accepted as a good tradeoff [1].

Fig. 2 presents the cost of BiCGStab and Block-BiCGStab
as a function of the number of sources. The mean time
per source for BiCGStab (solid line) is constant regardless
of the number of sources, which is expected. For less than
about 40 sources, the Block-BiCGStab method (dash-dot
line) gives better performance than BiCGStab. However, it
becomes less efficient than BiCGStab for larger numbers
of sources: because of the ill-conditioning of matrix R̃†0V,
more iterations are required. According to Fig. 2, groups
of 20 to 40 sources correspond to the best performance of
Block-BiCGStab. Subsequently, the group size for the Partial-
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Fig. 1. Configuration setup with 96 sources distributed on three circles. The
cube represents the discretized volume V . The four different symbols denote
the four subgroups of sources used in the Partial-Block BiCGStab algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Mean resolution time per source as a function of the number of
sources for BiCGStab (full line), for Block-BiCGStab (dash-dot line) and for
Partial-Block BiCGStab (dashed line)

Block BiCGStab algorithm is set to 24 sources. For our
configuration with 96 sources, four groups of 24 sources are
created. Fig. 1 illustrates the adopted partition where close
sources do not belong to the same group, so as to reduce
the linear dependence. Partial-Block BiCGStab is compared to
BiCGStab and Block-BiCGStab in Fig. 2. When the number
of sources is small, Partial-Block BiCGStab is as efficient as
Block-BiCGStab and more efficient than BiCGStab. When the
number of sources is large, the mean time per source remains
constant and Partial-Block BiCGStab preserves the advantage
over BiCGStab, thanks to the partition into groups.

Fig. 3 shows the 96 relative residual errors for BiCGStab,
Block-BiCGStab and Partial-Block BiCGStab as functions of
the iteration number. For BiCGStab, the tolerance is reached
in between 22 and 40 iterations for a total time of 378 seconds.
The Block-BiCGStab algorithm converges in 75 iterations
(about 1000 seconds). The Partial-Block BiCGStab algorithm
run on the four subgroups requires 10 or 11 iterations for
a total time of 141 seconds. Such computing time values
correspond to the results in Fig. 2 with 96 sources. The Partial-
Block BiCGStab method converges faster and in a smoother
way than the two other algorithms.

Table I presents the computational time and the total number
of iterations for BiCGStab and Partial-Block BiCGStab and

Contrast factor α 0.5 1 1.5 2
BiCGStab

Computing time (s.) 133 378 4567 −
Min number of iterations 10 22 29 53

Average number of iterations 10.7 31.7 384 −
Max number of iterations 11 40 1888 −
Partial-Block BiCGStab

Computing time (s.) 101 141 196 217
Min number of iterations 7 10 14 17

Average number of iterations 7 10.75 14.75 17.25
Max number of iterations 7 11 15 18

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF BICGSTAB AND PARTIAL-BLOCK BICGSTAB FOR

DIFFERENT CONTRASTS.

for different contrasts. The contrast factor α is defined as a
multiplicative factor on the previous object. That is, for α = 1,
the object contrasts are χ1 = 3 − 1.5j and χ2 = 4 − 3j.
First we note that, for highly contrasted objects, the BiCGStab
algorithm requires a large number of iterations to converge.
For instance, for α = 1.5, the BiCGStab algorithm converges
in between 29 and 1888 iterations. Such a slow convergence
results in a large computing time. Moreover, the symbol −
in Table I means that some illuminations did not reach the
tolerance after a large number of iterations (set to 5000). On
the other hand, the Partial-Block BiCGStab method converges
in much fewer iterations. For α = 1.5, it converges in 14 or 15
iterations and the computational cost is 23 times lower than
BiCGStab. For higher constrasts (α > 1.5), the Partial-Block
BiCGStab algorithm still reaches the required tolerance with
a good speed of convergence.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In the context of 3-D iterative microwave image recon-
struction, several forward problems must be solved repeatedly,
each of which corresponding to a large scale linear system
resolution. Such a computationally intensive task constitutes a
bottleneck for realistic applications. In this paper, we proposed
to speed up the resolution of the linear systems by drawing
advantage from the fact that the linear matrix operator is
common to all of them.

More precisely, we have explored the possibility to replace
the usual BiCGStab algorithm by a block version. We have
found that an optimal tradeoff was to divide the problem
into several subproblems, each being separately solved by
a Block BiCGStab algorithm. The proposed Partial-Block
BiCGStab scheme is faster than both the standard and the
Block BiCGStab versions. In more precise terms:
• For an object of moderate constrast, we have obtained

a speedup factor between one and two with respect
to BiCGStab. For an object of higher constrast, the
acceleration can be larger than an order of magnitude.
In such a case, slowdowns and even convergence failures
are observed for BiCGStab, while the proposed Partial-
Block BiCGStab version still produces a regular decrease
of residual errors.

• The superiority of the Partial-Block version over the
Block BiCGStab is related to the number of systems to
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Fig. 3. Relative residual errors of the 96 forward problems as a function of iterations for BiCGStab, Block-BiCGStab and Partial-Block BiCGStab with
P = 4 groups of 24 sources. The computing time corresponding to this simulation is respectively 378, 1004 and 141 seconds.

be solved and to the correlation between the right-hand
side vectors. When many correlated vectors are jointly
considered, Block BiCGStab becomes inefficient, because
it relies on the explicit inversion of a matrix that becomes
ill-conditioned. In the microwave imaging context, each
right-hand side vector corresponds to an illumination, so
we have proposed to spread close sources over distinct
blocks along the Partial-Block BiCGStab strategy. In this
way, a fast convergence has been obtained, without any
instability.

Finally, the capacity of parallelization of the tested versions
of BiCGStab remains to be discussed. On the one hand, the
separate use of standard BiCGStab for solving each forward
problem is easily parallelizable, as proposed in [2], [7]. On
the other hand, the parallelization of Block BiCGStab is less
straightforward and potentially less efficient, since it would
correspond to a nested scheme where inner arithmetic oper-
ations would be distributed over different processors. Partial-
Block BiCGStab inherits its capacity of parallelization from
the two sides. On a multicore computer, a straightforward
speedup factor can be obtained by spreading the Partial-Block
BiCGStab runs over the available processors. On a massively
parallel structure, the inner structure of each block should be
also distributed. In the latter case, BiCGStab could appear
as a better option than the proposed Partial-Block BiCGStab.
However, we have empirically demonstrated that BiCGStab
gradually becomes inefficient for objects of larger contrasts,
while the numerical behavior of Partial-Block BiCGStab
is more regular and efficient. The Partial-Block BiCGStab
version may thus reach the best tradeoff in all situations,
except for weakly contrasted objects and a massively parallel
computing unit.
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